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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

The analysis of urban inequalities needs new analyzes and
interpretations in recent years. The socio-urban
consequences of the economic crisis and policies called
post-crisis (or austerity) are transforming everyday life in
cities around the world, with a special focus on countries of
the Southern Europe. There are processes of
impoverishment, increased vulnerability and social
segregation, which is producing a new space order. The
first public responses to the crisis were dominated by the
impulse of neoliberal policies, which are aggravating socio-
urban inequalities.

In this context, the objective of this Special Issue is to study
inequalities in the city at different scales and in all
territories, from informal settlements and the “urbanization
of poverty” in the countries of the South to the
fragmentation of the city, urban segregation or
gentrification as global phenomena in the city of the 21st
century.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Urban Science is a scholarly international journal which
provides a platform for the exchange of theories, ideas,
methods, analyses, and comparative studies of urban and
regional development. It is a peer-reviewed, open access
journal that publishes high quality original articles,
theoretical essays, critical reviews, research notes, and
shorter communications. Its broad definition of “science”
includes both quantitative and qualitative methods of
social, environmental, and spatial analysis. There is no
restriction on the length of the papers.
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